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   G                  C
1. I´m tasteless, but I´m tasteful
   Emi                 C
   I´m relentless, but you persuade me
   G                        C       G C
   I´m poor little cat, but I´m hyena!
   G                C
   I´m quietly, but I´m quarrelsome
   Emi                                C
   I´m modern, but I wear fortnightly socks
   G                     C          G C
   I´m intellectual, but I´m impolite!
   
       Emi        A          C          G
   But all that I have is my army for a future
       C
   and every cigarette of mine isn´t mine in fact but
     D

   I hope that will be fine!

     G
R: I don´t need any doctor who
   C
   would say to me that I´m whosoever!
     G
   I don´t need any judge who
   C
   would say to me that I´m sentenced!
     G
   I don´t need any teacher who
   C                                 D
   would say to me that I´m naughty, yeah!
     C                        G     C G C

   I think, that I was absent then...

2. I´m bright, but I´m really wise
   I´m cripple, but I´m entirely nice
   I´m fanatic, but I´m not satisfied!
   I´m sardine, but I´m a shark at the same time
   I´m obvious, but not ashamed on the performance
   I´m credulous, but don´t belive to anyone!
   
   But all that I have is my army for a future
   and every cigarette of mine isn´t mine in fact but
   I hope that will be fine!

R: I don´t need...

3. I´m an effective pill, but I´m poison after little while
   I´m small illustration with the youth an so real eyes
   I´m indecisive, sometimes I need of a slap in my face!
   
   But all that I have is my army for a future
   and every cigarette of mine isn´t mine in fact but
   I hope that will be fine!

R: I don´t need...
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